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A detailed development is given of a theory of complex interpolation for families 
of Banach spaces which extends the well-known theory for pairs of spaces. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a detailed discussion of the complex method of 
interpolation of families of Banach spaces which we formulated in [3]. Our 
theory is a natural extension of that of Caldert5n [2] for pairs of Banach 
spaces. (cf. also [9; 11; 12; 1, Chap. 4; 19, Chap. 11). 
Letting D be a suitable simply connected domain in the complex plane 
with boundary r and {B(y)! y E r} be a family of Banach spaces which are 
mutually compatible in a sense to be defined below, we construct, for each 
z0 E D a new space B [z,,] which consists of the values f(zO) at z0 of certain 
analytic vector valued functions f(z) on D whose boundary values 
f(y) E B(y) for a.e. y E r, and ess supypr IIf(r)llBcy~ < a. The space %I has 
an interpolation property, i.e., if a linear operator T is bounded on each B(y) 
with norm M(y) and also bounded on a certain space P containing each 
B(y), then T is also bounded on B[z,] with norm M(z,), which can be 
estimated in terms of the function M(y). 
We also use a variant of the construction described above to obtain a 
second space B(z,}, which also has an interpolation property. Furthermore 
under suitable conditions we can obtain this property when the operator T is 
generalised to a family of operators T, varying analytically with z(cf. [ 17)). 
Both B[z,] and B{z,} are generalisations of the spaces [&,A ,]@ of 
Calderdn. If, for example, r is the disjoint union of two sets r, and r, and 
we choose B(y)=& for all yEr, and B(y)=A, for all yEr, then 
Bkol =BW = kh~,I,~ where 9 is the harmonic measure of r1 at z0 (cf. 
Theorem 5.1 below). 
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In the case where all the Banach spaces B(y) are taken to be the same 
finite dimensional space Cc” equipped with various norms ]] ]letvj our theory 
becomes considerably simpler: it is particularly convenient to use extremal 
functions (i.e., those for which ]]f(.~,)]]~,~~, = ess sup,,,]]f(y)]],~,,) and it is 
also illuminating to consider the construction of the interpolation spaces 
B[z], z E D, as the solution of a suitably generalised Dirichlet problem for 
“boundary data” B(y), y E r. Here again the spaces B[z] and B{z} coincide. 
This case has been treated in [37 and [4]. In those papers we also describe 
some applications related in particular to the Masani-Wiener theorem and 
also to the analytic semigroup of operators used in W. Beckner’s study of the 
Fourier transform. 
The general case which we treat here where the spaces B(y) may be 
infinite dimensional calls for somewhat different techniques and our presen- 
tation will in fact be independent of that in [3] and [4]. We will, however, 
assume some familiarity with notation and results from [2]. 
Krein and Nikolova [lo, 131 have independently defined and studied a 
method of interpolation similar to ours. However, they are unable to obtain 
results as complete as ours for duality or reiteration. One reason for this 
seems to be the fact that they do not impose any “measurability” condition 
on their families of spaces (cf. our condition 2.lb below) and thus cannot use 
essential suprema or Lebesgue integrals but rather must have resort to 
unmodified suprema and upper Riemann integrals (see Remark 3.2). 
Other work related to ours can be found in a recent article by Pisier [ 141, 
in which an interpolation technique which can be considered in fact as a 
special case of our Theorems 4.2 and 5.1 is developed and used to study K- 
convex Banach spaces. The reader may also be interested in a rather 
different approach to complex interpolation of finitely many Banach spaces 
due to Favini [8]. 
The paper has five sections. In the first we recall some basic facts and fix 
notation concerning scalar valued analytic functions. In Section 2 we define 
B[r ] and B(z j and establish some of their more elementary properties. 
Characterisations of the dual spaces of B[z] and B(z) are given in Section 3. 
Section 4 deals with interpolation properties of B[z] and of B(z) and its 
dual. Section 5 treats reiteration theorems, one of which is a more general 
reformulation of the relation between B[z], B{z) and [A,,A,JO mentioned 
above. Finally there are three appendices devoted to examples and counterex- 
amples. In particular in Appendix 1 we show that the spaces B [z] and B{z } 
do not coincide in general. The example constructed for this purpose also 
shows that some other results, which hold in the context of interpolation 
based on a pair of spaces, break down for families {B(y)/ y E r} conaining 
three or more different spaces. 
Throughout this paper we suppose that the underlying domain D used to 
construct the spaces B[z] or B{z} is simply connected. Clearly the same 
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constructions can be carried cut for multiply connected D. This case is 
treated in [6] (see also [5]). 
1. SCALAR VALUED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS, 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
In [3, 4, 111 the underlying domain used in the construction of the inter- 
polation spaces is usually the unit disc. In various applications it may be 
more natural to work with other domains, e.g., the semicircle used in [3] for 
the estimates of Beckner operators. We shall find it more convenient here to 
construct interpolation spaces and formulate results using a more general 
domain from the outset, even though, via a conformal map, this is clearly 
equivalent to working on the unit disc. 
Thus, throughout the paper, D will denote a simply connected domain in 
the complex plane whose boundary r is a rectifiable simple closed curve. We 
shall denote points of D by z or [ and points of r by y. For each z E D, 
harmonic measure on r with respect to z will be denoted by dPZ. Let p(w) 
be a conformal map of the open unit disc d = {w E CL ]w] < I} onto D 
extended to a homeomorphism of the closed unit disc d onto D = D U f, 
which preserves angles at almost every boundary point [7, 3.5, 10.21. 
For any function f(y) on r which is integrable with respect to dP, for one 
and therefore all values of z in D we have Irf(y) dp,,,,(y) = (1/27r) 
ji*f(p(e”)) P(w, t) dt for each w  = ret@ E A, where P(w$ t) = P(re”, f) = 
(1 - r*)/( 1 - 2r cos (0 - t) + r2) is the Poisson kernel. Also since r is 
rectifiable we can define a tangential direction and thus also a non-tangential 
limit for almost every y E r (i.e., except on a set rl c r such that Jr, dP, = 0 
for some and thus all z E D). 
In view of the boundary behaviour of (0, a function f(z) on D has non- 
tangential limits which we denote by f(y) = lim,,J(z) for a.e. y E r if and 
only if g(+v) =f(cp(w)) has non-tangential limits on the boundary of 
A, g(e’“) = limwpele g(w) for a.e. 0, 0 < 6 < 2~. In that case g(e’“) =f(q(eie)) 
for a.e. 8. 
We define the class N+(D) to consist of all functionsf(z) on D such that 
f@(w)) belongs to the class N + = N+(A) [7, Chap. 21. Thus N+(D) like N+ 
is closed under pointwise addition and multiplication and eachf(z) E N+(D) 
possesses a.e. non-tangential limits on r. If these non-tangential limits are 
essentially bounded on r, then fE F’(D), the space of bounded analytic 
functions on D. A functionfE N+(D) is termed an outer function in N+(D) 
iff(q(w)) is outer in Nt (A). 
The following well-known result, originally due to SzegB [ 181, will be 
particularly useful. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let f (y) be a positive dP, measurable function on r 
such that 
for some (and thus every) z ED. Then there exists a non-vanishing outer 
function G(z) in N+(D) whose a.e. non-tangential limits G(y) = limZPY G(z) 
satisfy 
I WI f (y) = 1 for a.e. y E r. 
Proof. Let u(z) = J,. log f(y) dP,(y) and v(z) its harmonic conjugate, 
both of which have a.e. non-tangential limits on r. Take G(z) = exp(-u(z) - 
iv(z)). I 
2. CONSTRUCTION AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF 
THE INTERPOLATION SPACES 
DEFINITION 2.1. To each y E r we assign a Banach space B(y) over the 
complex field. We shall say that the family of spaces {B(y)/ y E T} is an 
interpolation family on r if it satisfies the following conditions for some 
z E D (and thus necessarily for all z ED). 
There exists a Banach space P such that each B(y) is 
continuously embedded in %. P will be called a containing 
space for{B(y)l y E r). (2.la) 
For every b E nvEr B(y), Ilbllec,, is a measurable function on r 
with respect to dP,. (2.lb) 
Let 9= {bE (Jysr wlsr ~og+llbllB~,, @z(Y) < al (where 
log+ x = max(log x, 0)). 9 is a linear space which we shall 
call the log-intersection space for {B(y)1 y E I’}. There exists a 
measurable function k(y) which satisfies I, log’ k(y) 
dP,(y) < co such that, for each b E 9 and y E I’, llbllIv < 
Wllbll,,,,. (2.k) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each non-zero element b of 9 and each z E D 
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proof: log II bll, Q log 49 + log II %,c,, G log’ k(y) + log II bllBcti. There- 
fore 
0 < II bllv Q exp I, log+ W @,W - exp 1 log II 41etvb WY). (2.2) r 
It follows that jr log II blle(yB dP,(y) > - co. I 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The function k(y) in Definition 2.1 satisfies 
(, 1 log k(y)1 dP,(y) < 00 for each z E D. 
ProoJ: Analogously to (2.2) we obtain that for some non-zero b E 9 
0 < llbllv < exp(plog W@,(Y) - expj log+ l141ecY, WY) r 
which implies that I, log k(y) dP, > - 00. I 
We now consider ~3 valued analytic functions of the form 
i?(Z) = c,“= 1 v,(z) b,9 where b, E 9 and each w, E Nt (0) and so has non- 
tangential limits for a.e. y E r which we shall denote by v,(y). Analogously 
we define g(y) = CT=, v,(y) b,. Since 11 g(y)&,,, is measurable on r we can 
introduce the norm 
We define the space L!? = S(B(.), r) to consist of all functions g(z) of the 
above form for which 1) g(.)ll, is finite. Note that in general 5 is not 
complete. Furthermore it need not contain the constant function g(z) = b for 
a given b E 9. However, by Propositions 1.1 and 2.1. we can always 
construct a scalar valued function w(z) E N+ (0) such that w(z) b E 8. 
In order to define the interpolation spaces B[z] we shall need to use the 
completion of the space 5Y which we shall denote by X = Sr(B(.), I’). We 
remark that the spaces F and 5 introduced here play roles analogous to 
those of the spaces F(B,,, B,) and S(B,, B,) in [ 21. In our case it is 
difTicult to give a simple characterisation of the elements of @ and in fact 
most of the time we shall use elements (or Cauchy sequences) of 5 rather 
than elements of .9? We can, however, identify Y as a closed subspace of 
the class dzp to be defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.2. For each y E r let B,,(y) denote the closed subspace of 
B(y) generated by 9. 
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The class 3 = Z@(e), r) is defined to be the space of all % valued 
functions h(z) on D such that 
(i) h(z) is analytic on D. 
(ii) II h(zY~tz>lly is bounded in D. Here K(z) denotes an outer 
function on D whose a.e. non-tangential limits K(y) on r satisfy IK(y)l = k(y) 
for a.e. y E I-, where k(y) is the function introduced in (2. lc) and K(z) is 
constructed using Propositions 2.2 and 1.1. 
(iii) h(y) = limZbY h(z) (convergence in V norm) exists and is in B,(y) 
for a.e. y E r. 
(iv) II Wllmy, is a bounded measurable function of y on r so that 2 
can be normed by 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A? is a Banach space which contains F(B(.), r) as a 
closed subspace. 
Proox We begin by showing that R is complete. If (h,(z)} is a Cauchy 
sequence in S then there exists a subset r, off with harmonic measure zero 
such that for each y E rjrO, h,(y) is defined for each n and is a Cauchy 
sequence in B,(y). Thus it converges in B(y) norm to a limit w(y) E B,(y). In 
fact 
From (2.1~) we deduce also that 
For each I in the dual space 2’ of 9 and each h(z) EZ, l(h(z))/K(z) is a 
bounded scalar analytic function on D. It follows that I( h(z)/K(z)ll,,< 
ess supyEr 11 h(y)/K(y)l& for all z E D. Thus h,(z)/K(z) converges uniformly 
in @ norm on D to a function G(z) which must be analytic and such that 
lim Roy G(z) = w(y)/K(y) for a.e. y E r. (As before, the nontangential limit 
here is taken with respect to the norm topology of %.) Accordingly, if we 
define w(z) = K(z) G(z) for all z E D we have lim,,, w(z) = w(y) for a.e. 
y E r, so that w(z) E 3 and is the limit in &” of the sequence {h,(z)}. 
Having shown that 3’ is complete, we simply remark that F(B(-), r) is a 
subspace of R(B(.),I’) on which the norms 11 Jig and 11 JIx coincide. 
.F(B(.), r) can thus be identified as the closure of .Y in Z 1 
Now that the relationship between the spaces 59, ST and R has been 
clarified we can without ambiguity use the notation Ilhll.v= 
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ess supYsr IIW)llBcrj f or elements h of all three spaces. From Appendix 1 it 
follows that .Y?, ST and Z are in general all distinct from each other. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For each z,, ED we define the space B[z,] as the 
quotient space of F@(w), r) modulo the subspace of functions in jr which 
vanish at z,,. Thus we obtain 
and 
(2.3) 
From the proof of Proposition 2.3 we see that each fE F satisfies 
II fwllrv G lmdl ess SUPye IlfWlldW)l ~‘I%Jl II&- From this 
it follows that B[z,] is continuously embedded in % with ]] a]ll < 
exp .L log W @&) II Q lleIrol for all a E B[z,]. It is also clear that the class 
9 is dense in B[z,] for each z0 E D. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For each z0 E D and each b E 9 we define the norm 
llbll Blrol = infIll d-M g E K &) = 4. 
The space B {zO} is defined as the completion of 9 with respect to this norm. 
The norms II lle~zol and II llBcs,r may fail to coincide or may even be non- 
equivalent. Furthermore, although ]] b IIy < const. ]] b Ile,roj for each b E 9, the 
complete space B{z,} may fail to be contained in 9, i.e., two non-equivalent 
9 valued Cauchy sequences in B{z,} may converge to the same element of 
ZV. (See Appendix 1 for details.) On the other hand, as already mentioned in 
the Introduction, the spaces B[z,] and B{z,} coincide with equality of norms 
in certain cases. (See Theorem 5.1 and Appendix 3.) In the case of an inter- 
polation pair (&, A,) the fact that the analogues of the norms I] (]eIro, and 
II II B(rO, coincide on A ,, n A I follows from a result of Stafney [ 161. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For each g(z) E .Y = Sr(B(.), r) and each z. E D 
II dzoIleIzol Q ew I log II mllB,,, dp,,(Y). (2.4a) r 
In the case where g(z) E F = F(B(-), T) 
II &o)ll,~zo, Q exp log II dYIlB(,, e&Y)* (2.4b) 
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Proof: Suppose initially that g E 55. For each positive integer n we use 
Proposition 1.1 to obtain an outer function u,(z) such that 
I u,Wl max(lh II d~NB~y~) = 1 for a.e. y E r. 
Clearly u,(z) g(z) E .9’ and 
II %hl) &oIle(z,) < ey-v I d9 II d7411Bcy1 G . 
Consequently 
= exp 
1 log(ll%(Y)) dP,&) f 
Inequality (2.4b) follows using monotone convergence as n tends to infinity. 
Inequality (2.4a) is an immediate consequence of (2.4b) if g E L? and extends 
to the general case g EST by an obvious density argument. 1 
Proposition 2.4 together with Jensen’s inequality imply that 
llbll BIzol = inf ev 
I j 
r log IIf(rIIBcy~ WOW I 
= inf ] (j 
r 
(23) 
where both inlima are taken over all fE ST@(-), r) satisfyingf(z,) = b and 
p is any number 0 (p < co. If b E 9 and the above infima are taken over 
g(B(.), r) then of course they equal II bIlelrO,. 
Remark 2.1. Note that the inequality (2.4b) is in fact valid for any 
function g(z) which is a finite sum of terms of the form v(z) b, 
v(z) E N+(D), b E 9 even if g & g(B(.), r). For such g(z) we clearly have 
jr log+ (I g(Y)IIB(yj dP&) ( co and the proof of (2.4b) is exactly as above. 
In the sequel it will sometimes be convenient if we can assume that the 
functions vi(z) E N+ (0) used to construct a function x7’ I wj(Z) bj E 
Y(B(-),r) are in fact bounded. The following proposition shows that for 
almost all purposes such an assumption can be made without loss of 
generality. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For each z,, E D, E > 0 and g(z) E .!Y = g@(e), r) 
there exists a function G(z) = CJ”=, q,(z) bJ E .V such that 9j E H”O(D) for 
each A GM =&d and II Gll.~ < (1 + &Ill gllp 
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Proof. Suppose that g(z) = C,“= i V,(Z) b,, vi E Nt (D), bj E 9. Let 
a(y) = rnax~=i 1 v,(y)1 for y E r. There exists an outer function 
/MO E N+ (0) f or any given M > 1, whose boundary values &(y) satisfy 
&&)I= l/a(y) for a.e. y E r such that a(y) > M and &(y)l = 1 for a.e. 
y E r such that a(y) < M. By choosing M sufficiently large we can guarantee 
that 
IP.&Jl = exp I, log I&(YI %JY) 
= exp - 
(1 
log a(r) @z,(Y) 
(yidy) >Ml 
2 l/(1 + E). 
Thus J+$C) = P~(C)/b,,,(zo) is a function in P’(D) such that II+vllHCO < 1 + E 
and w(z,,) = 1. We can now see that the function G(t;) = C,“= I w(c) v,(c) b, 
has all the required properties. 1 
3.1. Duality. 
In this section we characterise the dual of the space B{zo} and then, as a 
corollary, the dual of B [zO]. These dual spaces are constructed in a manner 
rather analogous to the construction of B[z,] and B(z,} themselves. They 
are quotient spaces of suitable classes of vector valued analytic functions 
h(z) on D such that, roughly speaking, h(y) E B+(y) for each y E r. Here 
B+(y) denotes the dual of B,(y), or, equivalently, the dual of the space 9 
nomd by II Ile~y~. (If often happens, as in some particular cases which we 
will consider later, that 53 is dense in B(y) so that B+(y) = (B(y))*, the dual 
of B(y).) We cannot expect {B’ (y)l y E r} to always be an interpolation 
family, nor can we in general obtain a Banach space in which all the spaces 
B+(y) can be continuously embedded. (See the counterexample described in 
Appendix 2.) We can, however, define a space P which plays a role similar 
to Sr or Z and its quotient space B ’ {zO} * which can be considered as an 
analogue of B{z,}. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The space 5V= ‘W(B + (a), r) consists of all functions 
h(z) on D taking values in the algebraic dual of 9, which have the following 
properties: 
For each b E 9 the scalar function (b, h(z)) E Nt (0) and 
thus possesses non-tangential limits, which we shall denote by 
lim,,, (b, h(z)), for almost every y E r. (3.1) 
There exists a constant C such that for each b E 9 
Fg I@, &))I G C II bll,,, for a.e. y E r. (3.2) 
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In fact we shall norm YZY by the intimum of all possible values of C: 
For each fixed z. E D the space I3 + (zO} * is defined to be the class of all 
linear functionals /? on .9 such that p = h(z,) for some h(z) E w with norm 
lIPIIB+~r,~+ = Wll WIl& E % &o) =P1- 
Remark 3.1. Note that in the definition of 11 /z(.)llw we cannot reverse the 
order of taking the supremum over 9 and the essential supremum over r 
since the subset r, of I- which does not contribute to the essential supremum 
may vary with b and U bs9rb may have positive measure. For an example 
where this occurs see Remark A2.1 in Appendix 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. The dual of B {z. } is isometric to B ’ 
z. E D. 
Proof. Fix z. E D. We begin by showing that each p E B 
{zo} * for each 
+ {zo}* of norm 
1 defines a continuous linear functional of norm not exceeding one on B{z, }. 
For any such p and an arbitrary positive number E we may choose 
h E TY(B+(.), r) with h(z,) =/? and flhllw< 1 + E. For each b E 9 we shall 
also choose g(z) E .Y(B(.), f) such that dzo> = b and II glld (1 + dllbllBrz,,. 
Since the function g(z) can be written as a finite sum of terms of the form 
w(z)a with w E Nt (0) and a E 9, we deduce that the analytic scalar 
function (g(z), h(z)) is a finite sum of products of functions in N+(D), and 
thus is itself in Nt (0). We now estimate the non-tangential limits of 
(g(z), h(z)). Let g(z) = Cy=, vlj(z) bj, wj E N+(D), bj E 9. For a.e. y E r 
we have that the limits v/i(r) = lim,,, vj (z) exist for each j = 1, 2 ,..., m. If we 
define g(y) = CJ’!!, vj(y) bj we have that, for a.e. y E r, 
I’$ (g(z), h(z)) = !‘zy (g(y), h(z)) + !‘b”, (g(z) - g(y), h(z)) 
= ;z (g(y), h(z)) 
= Fzy (g(y), h(z)) 
since for a.e. y, limrDy (bj, h(z)) is finite and lim,,, vi(z) - rqj(y) = 0. 
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We can now see that for a.e. y E r 
Since the function (g(z), h(z) > E A’+ (0) we deduce that it is also in 
H*)(D) and in particular 
I(bP)I = I~&o)9 wJ)l G IlNlwll &< (1 + &I2 II%,,. 
Thus /3, initially defined on the dense subspace 9 of B {z,}, extends uniquely 
to a functional on B{z,} with norm ll/311~BtZ,,,* < 1 as required. 
We now turn to the proof of the reverse inclusion and reverse norm 
inequality. Let 2 be any given continuous linear functional of norm one 
acting on B {I,,}. Of course I is completely determined by its restriction to 9, 
which in turn can be considered as a functional of norm 1 on g(B(-).T) by 
taking I(g) = I( g(z,,)). Furthermore, by the remarks accompanying (2.5), 
I WI Q Jr II g(y)llBf,, @Jr) for each g E s’. 
The Hahn Banach theorem enables I to be extended from 3’ (renormed by 
the above integral norm) to the space of functions of the form 
g(y) = C,“=r p,(y) b, with b, E 9 and p,(y) measurable on r (not necessarily 
even defined on D) for which the norm J,. II g(y)llBcvJ dPz, is finite. We shall 
also denote this extended functional by 1. 
For each fixed non-zero b E 9 we define the space L(b) of all 
(equivalence classes of) scalar valued measurable functions I&) on r 
satisfying Jr1 w(y)/ I( bI),(,,, dPz, < co. On L(b) we define a linear functional L, 
by Mw) = W). It follows that I&WI Q Jr I w(r)1 llbllBcY, dpI,. So there 
exists a unique (scalar valued) measurable function H(b, y) on r such that 
ess supyar If% YWII bllecyb Q 1 ad 44~4 = Jr V(Y) Mb, Y) d&(y) for all 
v/E L(b). 
Since b E 9 the function f(y) = ((b)l,,,, satisfies the hypotheses of 
Proposition 1.1 (see also Proposition 2.1). So there exists a non-vanishing 
analytic function G(z) in N+(D) whose a.e. non-tangential limits G(y) satisfy 
I G(y)1 I( bllBcyt = 1 for a.e. y E r.. For any scalar valued analytic function 
v(z) E IV’(D) we see that G(z) u/(z) b E B and G(y) v/(y) E L(b) so that 
Wz,) v&J b) = Wtr) W(Y)) = J G(Y) Iv(r) Mb, Y) dp,,. (3.3) 
r 
The function G(y) H(b, y) is of course essentially bounded on r and 
extends to a bounded harmonic function on D p(z) = Jr G(y) H(b, y) dP,(y). 
We assert that p(z) is in fact analytic in D. To see this we use a transfor- 
mation V(Z) which maps D conformally onto {z E C I IzI < 1 } and D U r 
homeomorphically onto {zl IzI < 1 }, and v(z,,) = 0. For each v(z) E Ha(D) 
we have that 
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I 
V(Y) G(Y) W, Y) Co 
r 
= $-,iz ty(v-‘(de)) G(v-‘(eie))H(b, v-‘(e’“)) dfi 
In particular if we choose v(z) = (V(Z))“, f or any positive integer n and note 
that ~(z,,) = 0 we can deduce from (3.3) that each negative Fourier coef- 
ficient of the function q(e”) = G(v-‘(e”)) H(b, v-‘(e’“)) is zero. Thus the 
harmonic function q(w) on the disc ] w  ] < 1 obtained as the Poisson integral 
on the disc of q(eie) is in fact a bounded analytic function. This in turn 
implies that q(z), the Poisson integral on D of q(v(y)) = G(y)H(b, y), is 
analytic in D. We can now see that the function p(z)/G(z), which we shall 
denote by H(b, z), is in Nf (0) (since cp E H”‘(D) and G(z) is an outer 
function) and has a non-tangential limit equal to H(b, y) for a-e. y f r. 
We next show that the function H(b, z), which we can obtain as above for 
each non-zero b E 9, is in fact a linear functional on ~8 for each fixed 
z E D. (We of course define H(0, z) = 0.) For any non-zero elements a and b 
in 9 and non-zero scalars GI, /3 such that aa + /3b # 0 the three functions of 
Y, II 4ecyP II bllecy, and II aa + Pbllec,, are bounded above and below by positive 
constants for all y E r\rE for a suitable subset r, of r, where E = jr, dPZ, can 
be chosen arbitrarily small (cf. Proposition 2.1). Thus for any measurable 
subset E of r\r,, its characteristic function &) is in L(a) n L(b)n 
L(aa + pb) and ], H(aa + Pb, y) dP,&y) = IOIE(aa + pb)) = alkEu) + 
Pbb) = (, a% Y> + NW, Y) dPzo, in view of the definitions of H(b, y) 
and I. It follows that H(au + /?b, y) = aH(u, y) + /?H(b, y) for a.e. y E r and 
so H(au + /3b, z) = aH(u, z) + /3H(b, z) f or all z E D (since the difference of 
the left and right sides of the last equation is a function in iVt (0) whose 
non-tangential limits exist and equal zero for almost every boundary point). 
We can now define an element h(z) of the algebraic dual of .9 for each 
z ED by (b, h(z)) =H(b, z) for each b E 59. Clearly h(z) E‘JY and 
]]h(.)]],< 1. Furthermore, by taking w(z) identically equal to one in (3.3), 
we obtain that 6%) b) = Sr G(y) JW, Y> dP,,,(y> = WJ H(b, q) = 
G(z,)(b, h(z,)). Therefore I(b) = (b, h(z,)) for each b E 9, showing that 
I = h(z,) E B+ {z,,} * with norm not exceeding 1. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. fl 
Remark 3.2. We take a moment to compare the above characterisation 
of (B{z,l)* with corresponding results in [4, 10, 131. If, as in [4], each B(y) 
is C” equipped with a possibly different norm then it is not difficult to check 
that {B+(y)] y E r) is also an interpolation family and Z%“(B+(.), r) = 
~(B+(.),r)=~(B+(.),r) and similarly G(B(.), r) =X@(n), r). (See 
Appendix 3.) Thus the space B[z] =B{z} has its dual isometric to 
B+(z}*=B+{z}=B+[z]. Th is corresponds to the duality theorem obtained 
in (4, p. 1351. 
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In [ 131 (see also [lo]) a rather similar duality result is obtained for the 
case where (in our notation) A(y) is a “step function,” i.e., there exist n 
Banach spaces A i, A*,..., A,, and a decomposition of r into disjoint arcs 
r, , l-2 s**, r,, such that A(y) = A, for y E r,, j = 1,2 ,..., n. Furthermore in 
[ 131 it is stated that (J’),,K (a space corresponding approximately to our 
B+ (z}*) is continuously embedded in (A@)’ (the dual of A, which is the 
counterpart of our B[z]) with norm one. We now present an example 
showing that the reverse inclusion (A@)’ c (p),,K is not true in general. We 
shall assume familiarity with [ 131 and use the notation of that paper. 
Suppose that A, = I’ for all rational I E J and A, = c,, for all irrational t E J. 
Thus d = I’ and Z = c,,. We claim that F, = F(P) since any sequence of 
functionsf, in F(I’) which is Cauchy with respect to the norm of Fc is also a 
Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm of F(l’). Consequently A, = 1’ for 
all 9, 181 < 1. 
Now consider the family of dual spaces A;. By almost identical 
considerations to the above, we can show that (A’)@ = (A’)e,K = I’. Thus (cf. 
[ 131 paragraph 7) (A@)’ is not contained in (T),,, in this case. 
We now turn to the description of the dual space of B[z,]. This can be 
obtained by a modification of the proof of Theorem 3.1. The characterisation 
which we obtain is more difficult to use in applications than that for 
(B{zo))*, as will be apparent in Sections 4 and 5 (see especially Remark 
5.3). It is not clear to us at this stage whether this difficulty can be overcome 
by an alternative characterisation of (B[zo])* or whether it is due to inherent 
“bad” properties of the spaces B [z]. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we established that for each h(z) E 
W-=W’-(B+(-),r) and each g(z) E L? = g(B(.), I’) the function 
(g(z), h(z)) E Hm(D) with supremum norm bounded by I] gllg I]h]l~. It 
follows that for each fE Sr = Sr(B(-), r) we can define a function V; h) in 
Hw (0) by dr, h)(z) = lim,,, (g,,(z), h(z)) for each z E D, where (g,)F= I 
is a sequence in Z such that limn+a, I] g, -f I]s = 0. The definition of 
(f, h) is clearly independent of the particular choice of sequence ( gn) approx- 
imating f, and furthermore ]l(J h)llHa Q ]]fllg Ilhl]w. From the estimate 
Ilim,,, (g(z), h(z))l< Ilh 111~ II g(r)llBtv, it follows that I lim,,, dr, h)(z)l < 
II ?f IIT- II fmlecy) f or a.e. y E r. However, for any interior point z E D we 
cannot in general estimate Iv, h)(z)] in terms of any norm of the element 
f(z). (This follows, indirectly, from Appendix 1.) 
DEFINITION 3.2. For each fixed z,, E D the space ‘%& = tW&(Bt (a),0 
consists of all elements h E W(B + (.), r) with the property (J h)(z,) = 0 for 
all fE Sr(B(.), r). satisfying f(z,) = 0. 
The space B + [z,,] * consists of all linear functionals /l on 9 such that 
0 = h(z,) for some h(z) E K0 with norm 
IISII B+hl . = inf{llhllwlh E VI,, WJ =B}. 
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THEOREM 3.2. The dual of B[z,] is isometric to B ’ [zO] * for each 
Z,ED. 
Proof The proof is essentially the proof of Theorem 3.1 with a few 
modifications as follows. 
Given any p E B + [zO] * we show as before that it defines a linear 
functional on 55’ such that for each b E 9 (b, j3) = (g(zJ, h(z,)) = (g, h)(z,) 
for each representative g E ZF of b and each representative h E 5Y& of 
p(g(z,) = b, h(z,) = /.I). Now /I extends to a functional on B[z,] defined by 
(b,p) = df, h)(z,) = lim,,, (g,(z,), h(z,)), where h is as before andf is any 
function in F such that f(z,,) = b and g, E F with Ilf-gJF-+ 0. The fact 
that h E q0 guarantees that this definition of (b,P) is independent of the 
choice of representing function f for b and it follows immediately that 
l@,Pl G Ilbll~,zol l Plle+,zo,~~ 
Conversely, given a linear functional 1 acting on B[z,], its restriction 
to ~8 defines a linear functional on B{z,} with II lll~B,Z,,j* < II lllo+O1j*. Thus 
there exists h E W with II h II& (1 + &)I1 lII~B,rolJ* such that I( g(zO)) = 
(g(z,,), h(z,)) for all g E F. Since I I( g(z,)l < const. II g(z,JBIZO, it follows 
that h E 95& and the proof is complete. 1 
4. INTERPOLATION THEOREMS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let V (y)ly E TJ and (B(y)] y E P} be interpolation 
families on P where & is the log-intersection space for {A(y)] y E P). 
(1) Let T be a linear operator mapping &’ into nYE ,B(y) 
with II 2-a Ilecyj G W19ll a Ilacvj f or all a E J/ and y E P, where log M(y) is 
absolutely integrable on P. Then T has a unique continuous extension to an 
operator mapping A(z,} into B{z,} with norm not exceeding M(z,) = 
exp Jr log M(y) dP,&y) for each zO E D. 
(2) Let S be a linear operator which maps ?Y continuously into F, 
where % and Y are containing spaces for the families {A(y)] y E T} and 
{B(y)] y E r}, respectively. Suppose furthermore that S maps H’ into 
f7r.r B(y) with ]]Sal],(,, < M(y)]]al],,,, for all a E & and all y E I’. Then S 
maps A[z,] into B[z,] with norm not exceeding M(z,), where M(y) and 
M(zJ are as defined above. 
Proof Let 9 be the log-intersection space for {B(y)] y E r}. If a E &’ 
then 
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and so Ta E 9. For each positive integer n construct G,(n in iV+ (0) 
such that ] G,(y)] ]M(y) + l/n ] = 1 for a.e. y E r. For any g(c) E s(A(.), r) 
it is clear that G,(C) Tg(C) E WV.), r) with II G,(a) T’(-IlgtBc.,,,-, Q 
II g(-Il s(A(.).r)* Taking an appropriate intimum we deduce that 
II G&o) Tg(zoIIB~rOl G II &oIIA,r,,. Since I WoI = exp(-l log&Q) + 
l/n) dP,J and M’ is dense in A {z, 1 the proof of (1) is complete. 
To prove (2) we can first deduce exactly as above that, for 
r;t,lp E gM*), 0, G,(Z) S&) E g?(B(*b r) and IIG,,(*) sg(*)IIg~~,.,,r, < 
* s(A(.).r)* Then for any a E A [zO], let fE Sr(A(.), r) satisfy f(z,) = a 
and llfll s(A(.),r) G t1 + ~II~IIA~z,~~ Choose a sequence (g,) in g@(q), r) 
such that lim,-+, ]] g, -f]]S(A(.),rj = 0. It follows that G,(e) Sg,(.) is a 
Cauchy sequence in g@?(n), r) and also, since I] g,,,(z) -J(z)]]a+ 0, we 
deduce that ]] G,(z) Sg,(z) - G,(z) Sf(I)]],-+ 0 for each z E D and a.e. 
z E lY In fact for a.e. y E r it follows that ]]G,(y) Sg,(y) - 
G”(Y) wwIIB~y) + 0. The element F ESr(B(.),r) which is defined as the 
limit of the sequence G,(.) Sg,(.) satisfies F(z) = G,(z) Sf(z) for each z E D 
Et ii’“’ 
z E r. So in particular Sa = S’(zJ E B [z,,] with 
zo mol G 1/lG&oI IIGA*) W(*)IIxq~(.),r) G IlfIl~~~c.,,r,/lG,(zo)l. BY 
choosing E and n suitably, this last term can be taken arbitrarily close to 
mo)ll a IIAIZ,,. 1 
We now present an analogous theorem for analytic families of operators 
T, (cf. [ 171). If we sought to directly generalise the preceding theorem we 
would need to impose rather stringent conditions, which could be difficult to 
verify in practice, in order to guarantee that if g E Y@(e), r) then T,g(z) is 
in 5Y(B(.), r) or Sr(B(.), r). The formulation turns out to be rather simpler 
if (as in particular cases discussed in [3,4]) all the range spaces happen to 
be dual spaces. In cases when the following theorem is inapplicable one may 
be able to use some alternative notion of analytic&y of the functions T,g(z), 
such as pointwise analyticity in the case of function spaces, or some extra 
property of the family T,; it may, for example, be the limit in an appropriate 
topology of analytic families of operators of finite rank, for which Theorem 
4.1 can readily be adapted. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {A(y)1 y E r} and (B(y)(y E r} be interpolation 
families whose log-intersection spaces are denoted respectively by &’ and 9 
and let T,, z E d be u family of linear operators each mapping -& into u 
space of linear functionals on 9 and having the following additional 
properties : 
(i) TY maps XZ’ into B’(y) for almost every y E r and 
IIT,4+,,, ~~(Y)l14,4~Y~f or each a E &, where log M(y) is integrable on I’. 
(ii) For each bE 9 and u E &‘, (b, T,u) is in N+(D) with 
limrPy (b, T,u) = (b, T,u) for a.e.. y. 
601/43/3-2 
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Then, for each z,, E D, TZ, has a unique continuous extension to an 
operator mapping A(z,} into B+ {z,,} * with norm not exceeding 
MtzJ = exp .fr 1% WY) dP,&y). 
Proof We construct the outer function G,(z) as in the proof of the 
previous theorem and let h(z) = G,(z) T,g(z), where g(z) E .Y(A(-), r). Then 
for each b E 9 (6, h(z)) EN’(D) and lim,,, J(b, h(z))] = 
I& G,(Y) T,&Dl G II bll,,, II gWllAcyj for a-e. Y E C so that 44 E 
r@+(.), r) with II WllmB+w-j < II d4~~,~.,,,,. Consequently 
htz,) E B+lz,l* and T,,,g(z,) E B+k,l* with norm II Tzo&dllB+lzol~ < 
IGnWI-‘II d%p(~~.~,r~. The remaining steps of the proof are obvious. 1 
5. REITERATION AND THE RELATION WITH CALDER~N SPACES 
In this section we describe two forms of “reiteration” of complex inter- 
polation which can be considered as analogues of Calderon’s formula 
M3Aloo~ bL4,,ls= kJAlu-s,@o+se,. (5.1) 
Both our theorems generalise results for finite dimensional spaces obtained in 
[3,4]. Theorem 5.1 enables us to identify A[z] when each A(y) is obtained 
by Calderon’s complex interpolation between a fixed couple of spaces. 
Theorem 5.2 applies when each A(y) arises by interpolation at y for another 
interpolation family on a larger domain containing D in its interior. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let a(y) be measurable on r with O< a(y) < 1. Let 
(A,,, A,) be an arbitrary interpolation pair of Banach spaces and let 
A(Y)= L%dIla~y~. Then MYIY ET1 is an interpolation family and, for 
each z E D, A[z] = [A,,, Al],c,, with equality of norms, where 
a(z) = It-a(y) dP,(y). Furthermore, if a(y) attains both of the values 
supyer o(r) and inf,,, a(y), then A(z) = A[z]. 
Remark 5.1. If a(y) = 0 then A(y) = [A,,, A,],, which is a closed subspace 
of A,, (see [2]). In fact if we replace [AO, A,], by A, and similarly [A,, A,], 
by A, in the hypotheses of the theorem then the conclusion and also the 
proof remain unchanged. Thus we immediately obtain the following 
corollary which precisely formulates how our construction of interpolation 
spaces generalises that of Calderon. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If A(y) = A, for all y ET,, and A(y) = A, for all 
y E I-, , where r, and r, are disjoint measurable sets whose union is T then 
A{z}=A[z]= [4,;A,l,~,,, where&~)=.f,p~(y). 
. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. We first have to show that {A(y)]7 E r} is an 
interpolation family. We may take A, + A, = P as the containing space. 
Then, sin= l141A,+A, d II~II~~,~,I, for all s E [0, l] and all a E [&Ails, we 
have k(y) = 1. To verify (2.lb), i.e., that p(y) = ]]a]]rA*AIIPo,J is a measurable 
function of y for each a E (&r [A,,,A,],,,, it suffices to show that 
yl(s) = II a IIL40,A ,lsis a lower semicontinuous function of s on the open interval 
I= (inf,,, a(y), sup,, a(y)) for then q(y) = t@(y)) must be measurable. 
Equivalently we shall show that w(s) is lower semicontinuous on every open 
subinterval I, = (so, si) of I with inf,,, a(y) < s,, < z, < sup,, a(y). Now 
nyET kh41~~~~ c [Ao,A1],On [A,,,Ai],, for each such s, and s, so, using 
the reiteration theorem [2, 12.3; 51 we see that we need only consider the 
pair (Jt,, B,), where B, = [A,, AIls,, j= 0, 1, and show that IS(t) = l141~Bo.B,l, 
is lower semicontinuous for 0 < c < 1 and for any a E B, r7 B,. This follows 
immediately from the fact [2, Sections 5, 12.11 that IJ(t) = 
wW,f ‘Wllf~~WW)~ llf IlsG 11. 
We can now proceed with the identification of A [z] for each fixed z E D. 
We shall use the letter w  to denote complex numbers in the strip 0 Q re w  < 1 
used for constructing the spaces [AO, A,]; and the letter 4 to denote complex 
numbers in D (among them z). Given any a e A,, n A, we choose 
{(;;) E Sr(A,, A,) with f(a(z)) = a and ]I f ]]YtAo,AIJ arbitrarily close to 
. By a result of Stafney [ 161 we can in fact assume that 
f ~~~~‘&&,, A,) and from the definition of .@?(A,, A,) we can write f (w) in 
the form f(w) = CzC1 q,,,(w) a,, where a, E A, ~7 A, and q,,,(w) is an entire 
function which is bounded on 0 Q re w  < 1. Let Z(;(r) be the harmonic 
~njuate of 40 = Id9 fl&) on D and w(r) =a(C) + ii(C). We may 
choose C(Q so that a’(z) = 0. Now define the function b(r) by b(r) = f (w(c)). 
This is clearly an element of JY(A(-),I*) since jr log+ ]]a,]],(,, dP,(y) < 
log+ IlQmIIAon4,’ For a.e. y E r, setting Z(y) = liml,,C((r), we have 
II Wll = IlfMY) + ~a’(Y))ll[“o,A,l,(y) Q Ilf IISC”,,“,,. 
iifdG% iif iiFt(A,,A,b. 
Thus IIwll”,zr = 
lI4I”~Z1 Q lbllr” ,AIla(*) 
We deduce that l14A(z~ Q l141~A,,AI~,cr, and so 
all a E L%y4~,~z~ 
for all a E A,, n A,. The second inequality extends to 
by density and yields that [A,,,AI]P(Ij cA[z]. 
We next require the reverse inequality I] a ]]IAO,A ,,o,Z) Q ]I a ]lArz, and inclusion 
Abl= Lh41,w As a first step we show that 
for all g E F(A(.), r). (5.2) 
To establish (5.2) let g(c) = EX1 w,(C)u,, where wi E N+(D) and 
u,E nycr ~4w%loc,v In fact each u, E [AO, Al],(,, since there exist 
numbers u, and u, , O~o,,~a(z)~q< 1 such that n,, [Ao,All,~j~ 
[A,, A,],p [Ao,AII,, c [&,Alla~s~. We now h-me z in (~4d11ad* 
with norm 1 such that (g(z), I) ) (1 g(z)(]IAO,A,LcZj - E for some arbitrary 
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positive E. Using an argument described in [5] this can be done for an 1 of 
the form 1 =f(a(z)), wheref(w) E Y(A,*, A,*) and ]lfl(Yt(A;,A;j < 1 + E. Now 
let JVZ) =ftwK)). Clearly for a.e. Y E l-3 
Ilf(atY) + iztY))II[,4jAi],(y) < Ilfll,F(,4b,,4i) & ’ + ” 
llmNL4+!y,,~ = 
In fact IIIS(Y)Il([A~,AIlo(p)* G 
1 + E since [&@,A:],(,, c ([A,,, A,],,,,)*, where the embedding has norm 
not exceeding 1 [2, Sections 8, 12.11. 
The scalar function ~(1;) = (g(c), F(c)) is a finite sum of products of 
functions in N+(D) and is thus in N+(D). For a.e. y E r, lim(,, w(c) = 
(g(y), F(y)) exists and has absolute value bounded by (1 + E)]] g(.))I,,,,.,-r,. 
We deduce that I yl(z)l = ](g(z), 1)1< (1 + c)]] g(.)I],(,(.,,,,. This establishes 
(5.2). 
Now, for any a EA[z], there exists a function f(.) ESr(A(.), r) with 
f(z) = a and IlSlls G (1 + ~Il4..,~,~. Let (g,),“, , be a sequence of elements 
of Y(A(.), ZJ such that ]lf-g,I(g -+ 0. Then of course g,(z) converges to a 
inA[z] and also in P==A,+A,. Furthermore g,(z) is a Cauchy sequence 
in [AO,Ai](Io) in view of (5.2). We deduce that aE [Ao,A,],(Z, with 
II4 IA0.AIla(2 G ll44~z1 which completes the proof that A [z] = [A,, A ,lcro). 
Finally (5.2) also implies that (lal(IAo,A,la,r) Q I(all,~,l for all a E Ypp, so that 
IMI 1Ao.A ILt(2) = (1 a (la,z) for all a E A, n A,. In the case where a(y) attains the 
values 0 and 1 then & = A, n A, and so A, n A, is dense in A {z}. Conse- 
quently A (~1 = POT All,(,). More generally if a(y) attains the values 
0, = inf,,, a(r) and 0, = surrey a(y), then let B,= [AO,A,JBO, 
B, = l&41~,~ and define s(y) by a(y) = (1 -s(y)) 8, + s(y) 8,. Then s(y) 
attains the values 0 and 1 and the above proof applied to the couple (B,,, B,) 
instead of &,A,) and the family A(y) = [B,, BllsCyj = [A,,,AlluCy) (see 
(5.1)) yields that A[z] =A@} = [Bo,B,]s(z) = [Ao,A1],tzl, where 
s(z) = I, S(Y) dP,(Y)* I 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let (X, E,p) be a measure space and p(y) a 
measurable function on I’ with 1 &p(y) < 00. Then if A(y) = Lp’y)(u) then 
A[z] = A {z} = LpCr)@), where l/p(z) = I,- (l/p(y)) dP,(y). 
Remark 5.2. In the above corollary A[z] = A{z} even without the 
condition that a(y) attains its supremum and infimum on r (and it seems 
reasonable to conjecture that this condition could also be removed in 
Theorem 5.1). To settle this point for Corollary 5.2 we first observe that 
A [z] = A {z} when (X, Z, p) consists of finitely many atoms (cf. Appendix 3). 
Then we apply the interpolation theorems of Section 4 to appropriate 
averaging and embedding operators which map between LpCy) on the above 
atomic space and LpCy’ on a given general measure space. This yields that in 
general the norms of A{z}, A[z] and Lp(‘) coincide on all simple functions 
on the general measure space. Also the simple functions are dense in &’ with 
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respect to the norm of A {z}. Consequently the above three norms coicide on 
d and A[z] =A{z}. 
We recall that Calderon’s formula (5.1) was proved in [2,32.3] subject to 
the requirement that A,nA, is dense in [A,,A&,n [A,,,A,]@,. In the 
following theorem we shall have to impose an analogous condition. We 
remark that more recently (5.1) has been proved without the density 
condition [5]. However, the method in [5] does not seem to be applicable to 
enable the hypotheses of our theorem here to be weakened. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let {A(y)(y E P) be an interpolation family with log- 
intersection space &. Let S2 be a simply connected domain whose closure is 
contained in D and let Z, the boundary of 0, be a rectifiable simple closed 
curve. 
For each u E Z define B(a) = A{a}. Assume that d is dense in nocr B(a) 
in the sense that for each b E nosr B(u) there exists a sequence (a,)rZI in 
S’ such that lim,,, I, 11 a,, - bllBco, &,(a) = 0, where dp,(u) is harmonic 
measure on Z at 2 E a. 
Assume further that there exists a Banach space Y which contains B(u) 
for each u E Z and a function k(u) satisfying s, log+ k(u) dpz(u) < 03 such 
that for each b E noSz WI and 0 E z7 II%- G WWIIB,,,- 
Then {B(u)lu E 2;) is an interpolation family on Z and, for each z E R, 
B(z) = Air] with equality of norms. 
Proof: For each aE.4 the function P(Z) = II a llAlrr = 
sup{](a, h(z))1 I h E W(A+(.), 0, I] hll& 1) is lower semicontinuous on D. 
q(z) is also bounded on compact subsets of D since for each z E D, 
~/lAIzI & exp jr log II 41Ac,, dP,W in view of Proposition 2.4 and Remark 
* We deduce that Ilalleco, is a bounded measurable function of u on C and 
SO for each b E n,,, B(u) the function ]I bll,(,, is also measurable on I=, as 
the L’(dp,) limit of a sequence of bounded measurable functions I] anl18(o), 
a, E &‘, and of course the integral J-z [lb ]leto) dp,(u) is finite. It follows by 
Jensen’s inequality that the log-intersection space 9 of {B(y)\? E Tj is all of 
n,,, B(u). By the hypotheses of the theorem Y is a containing space. Thus 
we have verified that {B(u)lu E Z} is an interpolation family on Z. 
Since d c 9 it is clear that any function f(c) E Y(A(.), T), when 
restricted to QUZ, is a function in g(B(.), Z) and I( f IIgtBc.j,zj < 
Ilf ll3uw~* Consequently 
I141B,z, Q I141Alz, forall aE&andzEa. (5.3) 
Our next step is to establish the following approximate converse to (5.3): 
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For all g(C) of the form g(C) = C/“= I w,(C) uJ, oj E d, WJ E N+(a) (g(r) is 
not necessarily in g(B(.), Z)) and for each fixed z E R 
(5.4) 
To prove (5.4) we choose a linear functional 1 E (A(z))* =A + (z}* with 
norm 1 such that ( g(z), I) = IJ g(z)J& . Thus there exists 
46) E rG4 + (* 1, r) such that h(z) = 1 and I( /zllmA +(.),r) = 1. The scalar 
valued function (g(C), h(C)) = Z,Y!!, ~~([)(a,, h(C)) is clearly in N+(a) since 
each (uj, h(c)) E Nt (0) c Hm(R). Furthermore for each u E Z, 
WI E (AIal)* = P(u))” with norm not exceeding 1. Hence )I g(z)l(A,r, = 
Kg(z), W+l < exp 1, log IMd9 W))l44(4 < exp .L log II g(dllB,,, 444 
proving (5.4). 
We can now prove the reverse inequality to (5.3). Given any a E &’ and 
E > 0 we choose g(C) = Cj”=, wj(t;) b, E Y@(s), Z) with vj E Hm(LI) such 
that g(z) = a and I( gl(, < (1 + E)IIuI~~~~,. Such a g exists in view of 
Proposition 2.5. Next, using the density hypothesis of the present theorem, 
choose aj E &’ such that 
and let 
G(C) = 5 (Y’j(C) - Wj(Z)) uj + a. 
j=l 
Since all the “coefficients” uj, j = l,..., N and a of G(C) are in LZ? we can 
apply (5.4) and Jensen’s inequality to obtain that 
1141,~,, = II W)ll,w G j, II ‘W/l,,,, &CJ)- 
Since G(u) = g(u) - CyY 1 (vi(u) - ylj(z))(bj - aj) the preceding integral is 
dominated by 
(1 + ~)lIaIl,,z, + ,$ 2 II VjILmI, llbj -ajIb dPz(O) 
Q (1 + &)I1 4lB,z, + 2.5 
Since E is arbitrary we deduce that JlaJ(,,,, < J(ull,,,, and indeed 
llQll,4(Z, = ll4lB,z, for all a E d. 
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For each 6 r? 9 the sequence (un)~=i in .& satisfying 
IE ]I b - a,]lecr, u&(u) + 0 also satisfies )I b - a,]],,,, + 0 in view of 
Proposition 2.4, Remark 2.1 and Jensen’s inequality. From this fact and 
(5.5) we can readily show that the complete spaces A (z} and B {z} coincide 
with equality of norms. More precisely, each element c of A (z} considered as 
an appropriate equivalence class of S/ valued Cauchy sequences defines a 
unique element 6 of B(z) which is an equivalence class of 9 valued 
sequences containing all the sequences in Z. Conversely each 6E B {z} 
uniquely determines an element a’E A {z) consisting of all the S’ valued 
sequences in 6. 1 
Remark 5.3. If in the statement of the preceding theorem we define 
B(u) = A [u] instead of A (a} then it is natural to ask whether it follows that 
A [z] = B[z]. In such a context it is not necessary to postulate the existence 
of a containing space for {B(a)la E C), since the containing space of 
(A(y)] y E r} also contains each B(u) with appropriate norm estimates. On 
the other hand, it is not clear that ]]a]],(,,, is measurable for a E S’ and the 
analogue of (5.4) is also not obvious. Both these difficulties arise because the 
spaces, %(A + (a), 0, used to define the dual spaces of A [z] are in general 
different for different values of z. Thus tp establish the analogue of (5.4) for 
A[z] for some z E L? we would need to know that for each a E s#’ there 
;;;ts a functional I E A +p] * such that (I, h) - ]] allA +r,r.and I = h(z), where 
ho6 
- I and h f W&4 (*), r> for all u E Z If this same property also 
for each choice of z E Z then we can also reasily establish the 
measurability of I( u(]~(~) on Z and in fact prove that A[z] = B[z]. 
APPENDIX 1: AN EXAMPLE SHOWINGTHATTHE NORMS 
II IlBbl *ND II llB,Z, NEED NOT COINCIDE 
Let r be the unit circle and let r,, r, , r, be three disjoint arcs of equal 
length 2z/3 whose union is r, i.e., I’, = {eie ]2nj/3 < 8 < 2a(j + 1)/3}. The 
spaces B(y) will be defined such that B(y) = A, for all y E r,, j = 0, 1,2, 
where the spaces A,, A,, A, are each spaces of scalar sequences 
A = (&)F= -a, defined as 
l.EA,olllll,,,= f (&]min(l,2-“)< co, 
Y=-* 
ilEA,olllll,,= 2 ]L,]min(l,2”) <co, 
“=-CO 
~~44141~,=1141,1= 5 l&l< ~0 and f- a,=o. 
“=-co “=--(I 
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Here the log-intersection space 9 coincides with A, nA, n A, = A,. 9 is 
dense in each B(y), i.e., B,(y) =B(y) for all y E r. For example, if Iz E A, 
then 1)1- L”)),O + 0, where n: = 1, for each v ( n and AZ, = - Crcn A, for 
u = v, chosen sufficiently large so that 2-” 1 CrGn A, I< l/n, and J; = 0 for 
all v>n, v#v,. 
Let 6” denote the sequence whose vth element equals 1 and all of whose 
other elements are zero. For each pair of positive integers m, IZ the element 
6m-6”EA2 and 
(16” - dnl(B[O, <(2*-m + 2*-y. (All) 
This is shown by applying Proposition 2.4 to the constant function 
g(z) = 6” - 6”. (II dO)IIB,o, < exp(f log IId” - ~nllAo + 5 log 116” - ~“ll,, + 
5 log I(S” - 6”IjA2 = (2 . (2-” + 2-“) . 2)““).) Similarly ((6-” - 6-“1\,,,, < 
(2244 + 2 - ) . * Ini ‘I3 It follows that for each fixed integer k the sequence 
a” = Sk - 6” is a Cauchy sequence in B{O} and therefore also in BIO] for 
n++co if k>O or for n-+-co if k<O and limsup,,,, IJa”l(,tol< 
(22-‘k1)“3. We deduce further that for each fixed integer k > 0 the sequence 
pkn=Bk -6-k-&’ + 6-” is also Cauchy for n+ + co and 
lim,,, (J/?knIJB,Ol < 2(22-k)“3. Fo r each integer k and every possible choice 
of containing space % (e.g., I’ with weight (2-l”‘)), ak E A, n A, c TP. 
Furthermore a” + ?Ik in one of the spaces A, and A i . Thus the limit of the 
Cauchy sequence pk” is the element /Ik = ak - Rk E %, which, as an element 
of B[O], satisfies (I/Ik(JBlOl < 25’3/21k”3. So lIPk((Blo, -+ 0 as k-1 00. 
We shall now show that, despite the above, for each integer k 
llPk IlB(O) a l/2. (A1.2) 
Suppose (A1.2) is false for some k. We can of course assume that k > 0. 
Then there exists a function g(z) = Cz=, q,(z) <” such that (p,(z) E N+, 
PEA23 g(0)=Dk and Ilg(y)IIBcYj ( f for a.e. y E r. In fact by Proposition 
2.5 we may assume that each q,(z) E Ha. Let 
ai = I,,g(y) dP,(y) = &(2nui lV3 g(.P) dc9 
I *d/3 
N 1 
= 
= (-1 
27&t I)/3 
m=~ 2x 2njj3 
rp,(e”) d0 t”‘, j = 0, 1,2. 
Then each ai E A, and 
((aill,, < !, . f = i, j=O, 1,2. (A1.3) 
Also a0 + a’ + a2 = (1/2n) J”? g(eie) dfiJ =jIk so that for each integer n 
ai + aA + ai =/Ii. (A1.4) 
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For n = k since k > 0 it follows that 
Similarly I a’_,] > 2/3. Since u” and a1 are in A, we deduce that 
Cn+k ]uE] > 2/3 (and Cn+-k ]uiI > 2/3). Consequently 
u; + a;/21 > 2/3 - ]]a’]],,/2 > 2/3 - l/12 = 7/12. (A1.5) 
Now, since ai + at + u’, = 0 for all n, InI # k, we have that 
Ia: + uQ2) = la:, + a;/21 foralln, lnlfk. (A1.6) 
This together with (A1.5) implies that 
zo I u;+u;/2]+ c ]u:,+u:/2]>7/12. n>1 (A1.7) 
We conclude that at least one of the two sums in (A1.7) exceeds 7/24. 
Suppose, for example, that EnGO ]uI] + a:/21 > 7/24. Then ]]u”]lAo > 
CnGO (a;/ > Cn<O 1c-z: + a’/21 - ]]uZ]],,/‘2 > 7124 - l/12 = 5/24 > l/6 
contradicting (A1.3). Alternatively if Cn>, ]a: + a:/21 > 7/24 then 
]I u1 ]I”, > l/16 again in contradiction to (A1.3). The sequence (/3&) thus 
shows that the norms ]I ]]e(o, and I] ()B1ol may fail to be equivalent. 
Remark Al. 1. In this context we can also exhibit counterexamples to 
other conjectures which might have been considered very reasonable at first 
glance. Note that in the case of interpolation theory based on a couple of 
spaces the analogues of the “misbehaviour” described in (i), (ii) and (iii) 
below cannot occur. 
(i) In general the spaces X@(a), ZJ and R(B(.), r) may fail to 
coincide. If X =Z then if h E .F and h(z,) = 0 then H(z) = 
h(z)/(z - zo) E Z’=F. In this case it is easy ‘to adapt Stafney’s argument 
[ 161 to obtain that B {zo} = B [zo] with equality of norms. 
(ii) If % is a containing space for {B(y)17 E r}, it is not in general 
possible to embed B{z,} in % in a natural way. (In our example above we 
can indicate two distinct elements a and b in B{O) which are mapped to the 
same element of 9 by the unique bounded linear map from B{O} into V 
which extends the inclusion 9 c 9.) For example, we can take 
a=p=p-p which satisfies II a llB,O, 2 l/Z and b = limn+oo 
Jk -amk - 6-” + 6” which satisfies ]]6]],i,, < 2’s-k”3. 
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(iii) For a compatible triple of spaces x = (AO, A i, A,) with inter- 
section d(z) and hull Z(J) (see [ 151) we can define the norm 
on C(x)), and the norm 
II a IlZ,(~, = o=,$,f,+o, (Ib,liA, + IhiIA, + IhllA,> 
a,.A(T) 
on d(x). These norms may fail to be equivalent on A(z). (In our example 
JI/Ik]Jrczj + 0 as k + co whereas ]I/3”]Iz,(Z) > l/6 for each k. In fact, for our 
choice of A,, A I and A,, 
II&(,-, = .=$f,,, (IbOllA, + IblllA,) 
and 
(iv) There exists an interpolation couple (A,,, A ,) and a space A, 
contained in A, n A, and dense in both A, and A, which is not dense in 
A,nA,. (Taking A,, A, and A, as in our example we see that 
A,f-JA, =I’.) 
APPENDIX 2: AN EXAMPLE OF AN INTERPOLATION FAMILY 
{B(y)lr~r} WHOSE DUAL SPACES {B+(y)ly~r) 
Do NOT FORM AN INTERPOLATION FAMILY 
‘Let r be the unit circle and y = eie 0 < B < 27r. Let o(t) be a decreasing 
function on (0,2n) such that lim,,, o(t) = co, limt.+2n o(t) = 2 and define 
q(O) = 1, (p(2n) = 2. We require also that J-2 log p(t) dt < 00. For each 
e ie = y E r let B(y) = B(e”) be the space of functionsf(t) on [0,2x] which 
are zero except at countably many points, and satisfy C0,+,2n 
IfWl v(lt - w = Ilfllece~e, < 03. We may choose the containing space % 
similarly to the spaces B(e’e) but with norm ]]f]llv= C,,<1G2n If(t)] so that 
Ilfllv G Ilfllew, for all 8 and all f~ B(e’e). It is easy to verify that 
(B(e”)]O < 9 < 2n) is an interpolation family. Note also that in this case the 
log-intersection space 9 contains all functions f(t) which vanish at all but 
finitely many points of [0,27r] so that 9 is dense in each B(e”). Accor- 
dingly Bf(eie) = (B(e’e))* is the dual of B(e”) and consists of all functions 
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g(t) on [0,2x] for which sup o<t<zn Ig(Ol/dPW - 4) = II g lb~) is fiite. We 
now show that {B + (e’e)]O < 0 < 2x) satisfies neither of the hypotheses 
(2. lb) and (2.1~) so that it is not an interpolation family. Since p(t) is 
bounded below, all bounded functions g(t) are in f)0<8<2n B +(e”). We may, 
for example, let g(t) =x&) be the characteristic function of a non- 
measurable subset E of [0,2x]. Thus ]] g ]]g+(erej = 1 if 8E E and 
II gllB+(e’~) 1 < f if t? e E clearly in violation of (2. lb). We might nevertheless 
try to define a space 9* playing a role corresponding to that of 9 in (2.1~) 
by restricting ourselves to elements b of nO<B‘Zn B + (e”) for which I] b]lB+(de) 
is measurable, or by replacing the integral of log+ ]]b]&e, by the 
corresponding upper integral. In either case the modified space 9* would 
include all characteristic functions x,(t) of singleton sets {a}, a E [0,2x] and 
conditions (2.la) and (2.1~) would require the existence of a containing 
space Y and a function k(e”) such that 
0 c IIx,II~ & WeIlxpIl~+~e~4 (A2.1) 
for all a, 8 E [0,2a] and such that 
I 
2% 
log+ k(eie) de < ah (A2.2) 
0 
Let M be a fixed positive number. Since ]]x=(]~+(~,~ = l/p(]a - 01) the 
inequality (A2.1) implies that k(e”) > p(]a - 8])]]Xa]lr and thus k(e’“) > M 
for all 8 # a in a sutficiently small neighborhood I, of a. Covering [ 0,2x] 
by a finite subfamily of such neighbourhoods 1, we deduce that k(efe) ) M 
for all but finitely many values of 0 in [0,2x]. Since M can be chosen 
arbitrarily large this contradicts (A2.2), and k(efe) is finite for at most coun- 
tably many values of 0. 
Remark A2.1. In this setting we can illustrate the phenomenon referred 
to in Remark 3.1. If h(z) = ~~~~~~~ for all z, ]z] < 1, then h is clearly in P 
and for each b = b(t) in 9 c nO<e<2n B(e’e) we have (b, h(z))= 
c o<t<2n b(t). Thus for my BE PA 2x1, lim,,,re I@, h(z)1 G CoGrG2:. IWI Q 
vco(o>ll a?wI = II aws- Equality is attained if b(f) = 0 for all t # 0 so 
ess SuPo<e<zx suPk9 (limrde I@, h(z))l/ll bJIBceleJ = 1. On the other hand, 
for any given b E 9 Z]b(t)] Q l/fj42x) ]]b]lecea = $ ]]b]]ecere, for all 8 in 
[0,2n]\E, where E denotes the countable set on which b(t) is supported. In 
fati IINlw= suPbe ess SUPo<e<2n lim,,,fe I@, ~(z)Ml~ll~~9 = f- 
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APPENDIX 3: REMARKS ABOUTTHE INTERPOLATION FAMILY 
{B(y)jyEr} WHEN B(y)=G" FOR ALL y  
If each B(y) is C” equipped with a possibly different norm then the log- 
intersection space 9 is a subspace of C” of dimension m, say, with basis 
Xl 9 x2 T-*-T x,. It is clear that each h(z) EZ(B(.), r> must have the form 
Zj”=, pj(z) xi, where pj(z)/K(z) E H”O(D) and so qj E N+ (0) for 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m. Consequently in this case F(B( .), r) = .F(B(.), r) = 
Z(B(.), r) and so B[z] = B {z } for each z E D with equality of norms. 
Next we check that here, unlike in the general case, {B+ (y)]y E r} is also 
an interpolation family. Each space B+(y) coincides algebraically with 9’*, 
the dual of 9. Thus 5?* = n y,,.Bt(y) and for each/?E9* 
Ml B+(y) = s”Pb&9 I@, ~)~/lib~~B(y,* 
Since the supremum can be taken equivalently over a countable dense subset 
of 9 it follows that ]]&+cy, is measurable on r. The containing space Z! for 
{B(y)ly E r} can of course be taken to be C”. The choice of the norm ]( 11% is 
immaterial. Let Z! + denote 9* equipped with the dual norm induced 
by II . IIF. Thus for any P E g*, IIPllv+ = SUPb.~l((6,P)l/llbllY~ 
suPbc9 I@, P)l/@d II b I/B(y) = II P Ils+c,,/w)- Thus ox+ IIPlle+cy~ @AK 
Jr ]log k(y)] + ]log ]]&+]dP,(y) < 00. Consequently 9* is the log- 
intersection space for {B+(r)] y E r). 9” is also the containing space. 
To show that (2.1~) is satisfied we norm 9* by I]/?]],-= 
max I<j<m l<xj~B)I* Then Ilrc3ll~< I;(~>llPll~+~~~~ where Q~)=maxl<j~~ llxjllecy~ 
and thus satisfies Jr log+ l(y) dP,(y) < co. 
We now observe that W(B ’ (.), ZJ = LF(B’ (.), T) since each 
h(z) E W(B+(-), r> has the form h(z) = CJ’=i(xj, h(z))yj when yj E 9” is 
such that (Xj, Yk) = 0 for j # k and (xj, yj) = 1. Thus, exactly as above, 
W(B+(.),r)=I%‘(Bt(.),r)=.F(B+(a),T) so that B+{z}*=B+{z}= 
B+[z]=B+[z]*. 
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